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First principle modeling and calculations of hydroxyapatite both native and surface
modified and having various defects (OH vacancies, H inter-nodes) were performed.
Local Density Approximation method used with calculations of Density of States
allows us to analyze the experimental obtained work function data. Molecular
modeling was confirmed by photo-electron measurements up to 6.5 eV and
photoluminescence experimental data from synchrotron DESY up to 30 eV. Brief
analysis of the influence of heating, microwave radiation, hydrogenation, and
synchrotron radiation on hydroxyapatite surface is presented in this work. New data
on the structure of modified hydroxyapatite are obtained.
Keywords Hydroxyapatite; modeling; DOS; work function; photo-electron; photoluminescence; defects; vacancies; inter-nodes

1. Introduction
Hydroxyapatite (HAP) is one of the most demanded materials in implantology of bones
and teeth [1–5]. The main application area is HAP coating on bones and dental implants
in order to modify their surface properties for the best osseointegration [1, 2]. Biological
HAP differs from the mineral one: it consists of many deviations, such as non-stoichiometry content, replacements, vacancies, and other defects. As it was established in several
experimental works and in the project PERCERAMICS [5], interaction between HAP
biomaterials and living cells (particularly, such as osteoblasts) is improved, if the
HAP surface is charged or polarized [3–5]. This result is confirmed by studies of charged
HAP performed in Refs. [6, 7]. Additionally, it was found that HAP surface geometry
was influenced by interaction with living cells [4, 7]. The influence of environment (pH
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index, citrate content, etc.) was revealed too [3, 8]. Besides, the HAP nanoparticles size
and shape were demonstrated to vary in interactions with living cells [3, 4, 7, 8]. However, many details of the mechanism are still unclear. The examples are influences of various defects (vacancies, inter-nodes, etc.), formation of the surface charges and the
interaction between electric charges, surface potential, and living cells (osteoblasts and
other osteo-cells leading to bone tissues formation) on the HAP surface. Some attempts
and results obtained with the use of the first principle Local Density Approximation
(LDA) and Density of States (DOS) calculations have been presented recently in Ref. [9].
Several papers reported HAP structural peculiarities and physical properties obtained by
various theoretical computational approaches [10-–14] and experimental methods [15].
Some further studies are developed in Refs. [16, 17].
We consider here some calculations of surface modified HAP (which calls for further
investigation of the interaction with living cells based on this approach). The aim of this
work was to look at deeper levels of electron excitation of HAP for more clear understanding of its deepest structure and influence of such defects as vacancy and inter-node,
especially hydrogen atoms (protons) and hydroxyl groups (OH). The photoelectron excitation technique allows us to see the result of usual excitation only at the levels up to
6 eV. Synchrotron technique gives us an opportunity to study the electron excitations up
to 35 eV. As HAP is widely used, it is necessary to study its properties under the influence
of various factors to predict the behavior inside living structures.

2. Main Computational Methods and Models
In this work, we make calculations using the density functional theory (DFT) in local density approximation (LDA) [9, 14] in AIMPRO code [17, 18]. This method also involves a
pseudo-potentials approach for calculations of each atomic potential and wave function.
For this purpose, we use here the standard valence configurations for hydrogen (1s1),
phosphorus (3s2_3p3), and oxygen (2s2_2p4). But for calcium we use two different
valence configurations: 1) “Ca2” with 2 valence electrons (4s2) shell, and most accurate
2) “Ca10” with 10 valence electrons (3s2_3p6_4s2) shell. The cutoff of the kinetic energy
for bulk calculations was at the level of 300 a.u. The best Monkhorst–Pack k-point
meshes for the Brillouin Zone (BZ) integration of hexagonal and monoclinic primitive
cells were found to be 2 £ 2 £ 4. The initial lattice unit cell for hexagonal HAP structure
consists of 44 atoms, while for monoclinic HAP nanostructures it consists of 88 atoms,
because the lattice unit cell is doubled in the latter monoclinic case along b axis. For
super-cell model calculations we use 88 and 176 atoms, respectively. In all the calculations – except the elastic constant calculations – we take into account the full cell relaxation, including changing the volume and adjusting the atomic positions and cell shape.
For molecular modeling we use HyperChem [19].
First, we constructed the lattice unit cell models for both hexagonal and monoclinic
HAP phases. We used modeled and computed data from HAP nanoparticle models [3] as
first approximations for the lattice unit cell. The experimental data were taken from Refs.
[10, 11], the data of calculations were from Refs. [11–13]. Several new data computed
and used here were published recently in Refs. [14, 16, 17].

3. Experimental Methods and Materials
Initially, 12 samples of HAP (preliminary fabricated before this study as described in Ref.
[5]) were selected randomly. The following scheme of investigation was applied to them.
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First, the photo-emission spectrum (i.e., intensity of photoelectron emission (PE) current
versus photo-excitation energy) of each sample was measured using a setup, assembled
from MSD-2 monochromator, ultraviolet light Xe-Hg source Hamamatsu, and a vacuum
chamber from KURT J. LESKER, Geigerz€ahler Dosimeter Strahlenmessger€at Robotron
20046 (dosimeter Geiger Robotron 20046). Subsequently, different processing treatment
schemes were applied to the different samples as shown in the scheme (Fig. 1). Two samples were control ones without any treatment. The values of the electron work function w
were estimated with an error of less than §0.04 eV. It is comparable with the error in calculation of the density of electronic states (DOS) data in this work » §0.05 eV. Selected
HAP samples were heated for 30 minutes at the temperature of 542–546oE under a pressure of (7.5-–8.7)*10¡6 Pa, which was obtained at a heating rate of 15 degrees per minute.
Hydrogenation was carried out in special chamber for 6 hours at pressure of 60 § 2
atmospheres, T D 23 C. Microwave radiation was applied with power of 800 W for
6.5 min. Ionizing radiation was applied at a dose of 1MGray. After that a control measurement of the photo-emission spectrum was made again.
Then, all the samples were sent to a group of Dr. A. Popov for synchrotron irradiation
studies on DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Hamburg). Some samples were
randomly selected there and investigated using varying wavelengths of excitation. Photoluminescence (PL) emission was measured. First, we tried to find the most important PL
emission spectral line after initial excitation with 180 nm wavelength, corresponding to
energy 6.89 eV, which is much greater than all known data of energy of HAP forbidden
band gap width Eg D Ec – Ev, where Ec is a bottom of conductance band and Ev is a top
of valence band. Second, after determination the PL wavelength corresponding to the
main PL intensity peak, we conduct registration of PL emission spectra at this spectral
line with the excitation in full energy range λ D 333–80 nm (energy 3.72–15.5 eV). This
is standard procedure used for the PL measurements with synchrotron irradiation [20].
After bringing samples back, their photo-emission spectrum was measured again by the
above described technique.

4. Experimental Data
After performing the experimental work, we have processed all the obtained data to find
the most essential and important results. Having reviewed the entire data set after treatments, we have found that the maximum of radiation intensity as a function of

Figure 1. Scheme of HAP samples processing.
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wavelength is observed in the range of 4.6–5.4 eV, corresponding to work function values
of usual bulk HAP crystal. We evaluated also the effects of various treatments factors,
described above. For example, variations of common effects of hydrogenation, microwave radiation, and heating processes are presented in Fig. 2.
The corresponding variations of electron work function Aex are presented in Fig. 3.
In general, the variations of Aex are around values (Fig. 3a): 5.25 eV for case 1, 5.04 eV
for case 2, and 5.24 eV for case 3. However, after some treatment (e.g., heating/microwave) Aex was »3.75 eV (Fig. 3b) for case 2. But the main result was obtained from the
synchrotron spectrum after heating and microwave irradiation, and sometimes after
hydrogenation of HAP (Figs. 4, 5).
The data obtained on the initial emission of PL spectrum (Fig. 4) suggest that
for all kinds of the sample treatments there is only one main PL energy level with
energy Ei D »2.95 eV (or with wavelength »420 nm). But the main rises of intensity for this energy level are observed after heating (T), heating with Xray, heating
with microwave (MW) irradiation and with hydrogen (H2) (curves 7, 8, 10, 6, 3 in
Fig. 4). This fact means that after corresponding treatments we obtain an increase of
some defects concentration in the HAP samples, which have recombinant energy
level in the forbidden band with value of Ei »2.95 eV »3 eV (or 420 nm line) from

Figure 2. Intensity of the PE current after the influence of heating (a) and microwave radiation (b).
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Figure 3. Values of the electron work function (corresponding to data in Fig. 2a,b): 1 – the original
electron work function Aex before any influences, 2 – after the applied effects, such as microwave
radiation, hydrogenation, and heating, 3 – after the synchrotron radiation.

the bottom of the conductance band. We suppose that the origin of this defect might
be both OH vacancy and H internodes (see discussion below). Corresponding
increase of intensity after the treatments is 27–45%.
After that we measured the excitation PL spectrum of this 420 nm line in the whole
energy range from 4 up to 16 eV. Figure 5a shows the total spectrum obtained, while in
Fig. 5b details of high energy spectrum from 8 up to 16 eV are presented.
It is well known that HAP formula is Ca5(PO4)3(OH). The preliminary analysis leads
to the conclusion that the observed high energy peaks at »9–10.5, 11–12, 13–14 eV most
likely match the first ionization potential (IP) of the phosphorus atom P (which is close to
the isolated atom with the value »10.5 eV), the second IP of the calcium atom Ca (which
is »11.87 eV for the isolated atom, while the first IP »6 eV is usually close to the forbidden band of HAP crystal) and the first IP of the oxygen atom (which is »13.6 eV for
isolated atom). The latter value also corresponds to the IP »13.6 eV of the isolated hydrogen atom.
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Figure 4. Data of the synchrotron emission PL spectrum. Intensity maximum for all peaks is
approximately at the E » 2.95 eV (with corresponding PL wavelength λ D 420 nm). The average
half-width of the peaks is »1 eV in range from »2.4 eV up to »3.4 eV.

From the calculations of the DOS for HAP crystal it is known [9, 13, 16] that these
energy peaks for the first P 3s and P 3p orbitals, Ca 3D C 4S orbitals, O 2P orbitals, and
H 1S orbitals have approximately the same energies as reckoned from the bottom of the
conductive band. Notice that the forbidden gap is equal to Eg » 4.6 – 5.4 eV [17]. Thus,
the obtained energy differences are of the same order of magnitude for the excitation of
electrons from these orbitals of HAP. This conclusion requires detailed examination and
this issue is in process. Below we consider some of models, calculations, and interpretations of the data obtained.

5. Results and Discussion
First, one of the most interesting computational results is that for the monoclinic unit cell
the energy D ¡934.20024 a.u. (having divided this value by two in order to compare
primitive unit cells) / 2 D ¡467.10012 a.u., which lies below the energy of the hexagonal
unit cell equal to D ¡467. 09923 a.u. The energy difference is DE D 0.00089 a.u. D
0.024218 eV » 24.2 meV. This result is comparable with Ref. [12], where the energy difference was found to be »22 meV, and confirms the data about possible coexistence of
monoclinic and hexagonal HAP phase at room temperature. Notice that the thermal
energy at room temperature is »25 meV. For more detail see Refs. [9, 14, 17].
Second, the other important result is that we calculated the DOS distributions for initial optimized HAP lattice and for all atomic positions. We obtained the value of the forbidden gap Eg [9, 14, 17], which is very close to the reported data, though the data vary
depending on the approximation used (Eg » 4.98 eV for model 10 Ca electrons “Ca10”
shell, Eg » 4.6 eV for model “Ca2” shell) [9, 14, 17]. The values of Eg obtained in this
study are consistent with the calculations by other authors, such as Refs. [10–14].
Calculation of DOS also allows us to study the influence of lattice’s charges on the
shift and changes of Eg, which are in good agreement with experimental data on living
cells attachment to charged HAP surface [3, 6–9].
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Figure 5. Data of the synchrotron excitation spectrum in the total range of λ ex D 333 – 80 nm (corresponding energy 3.7–15.5 eV) for registration of PL at λ D 420 nm (equivalent to »2.95 eV):
(a) total range, (b) only at the high energy range.

Experimentally, it was possible to create an excess charge in the surface layers of
HAP, by placing the sample in a chamber filled with hydrogen at high pressure. This
process is called hydrogenation [7]. We suppose that during the hydrogenation process the introduced hydrogen atoms could create both interstitial/inter-nodes and
vacancies (O or OH types). But, heating and microwave irradiation could also give an
opportunity for protons to jump through OH-channels energy barriers inside HAP surface layers [4]. We calculated DOS for initial HAP state and HAP with several
defects. For pure HAP structure we obtained only a shift of DOS energy levels with
change of the cell unit charge [9]. One of the important features is that one OH
vacancy per unit cell leads to a shift of the forbidden gap to higher value Eg »
5.49 eV for “Ca2” model [17] (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Density of states (DOS) for initial pure HAP hexagonal structure in “Ca2” model (upper
image) and DOS for the case with one OH vacancy per unit cell (down image). Green color marked
occupied states and red – unoccupied. A, B, C, and D – main peaks in HAP valence band, corresponding to known data [12, 13]; Ev – is valence band top, Ec – is conductive band bottom, Eg D
Ec – Ev, ’ is the electron work function and x is the electron affinity, ’ D x C Eg. For OH vacancy
arisen additional energy levels (narrow band) are shown as Ei (OH) and it is half-occupied in normal state. The average energy Ei » Ev C (3.0 – 3.8) eV » Ec – (2.5 – 1.7) eV.

It is interesting that, if one excess hydrogen is introduced into one unit cell (e.g., for
hexagonal phase with LDA “Ca2” model), we observe (apart from a small shift of all
energy levels) arising of strong additional energy levels inside the forbidden gap Eg. The
average energy of these levels are approximately Ei » Ev C (1.2 – 1.75) eV from the top
of the valence band Ev, or Ei » Ec – (3.9 – 3.4) eV from the bottom of the conductive
band Ec (Fig. 7) [17].
For a vacancy of one hydrogen atom we obtain an additional energy level, which is
very close to the top of the valence band: Ei D EH-vac D » Ev C (0.1 – 0.2) eV. For OH
vacancy we obtained deep energy levels: Ei D EOH-vac D Ev C (3.0 – 3.8) eV » Ec –
(2.5 – 1.7) eV, which are more close to the bottom of the conductive band (Fig. 6) [17].
The latter results are very similar to the data reported in Ref. [13]. It should be noted that
the experimentally observed surface level with energy E5 D Ev C 3.3 eV [15] is very
close to our values. But the nature of this surface level is not clear in Ref. [15]. Now we
can conclude that these several levels or the narrow energy band in the middle of the
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Figure 7. DOS with one additional inserted hydrogen atom H per HAP hexagonal unit cell (down
image) in comparison with DOS of the initial pure HAP hexagonal structure. Inserted H is positioning in columnar OH-channel of HAP between two OH groups and its energy level (on DOS scheme)
inside forbidden zone is marked as Ei (H int). This H inter-node has three narrow half-occupied
states with average energy Ei » Ev C (1.2 – 1.75) eV »Ec – (3.9 – 3.4) eV.

forbidden gap Eg must belong directly to the OH-vacancy, which may exist at higher concentrations in HAP surface layer [16].
It is important that the HAP samples used had p-type semiconducting property, confirming that it is recombinant hole levels, which trapped electrons from the conductive
band. As a result, we obtain the PL emission, when electrons are trapped by this level.
The authors of Ref. [15] supposed that it might be OH vacancies, which could rise after
heating. Now we can confirm that it must be OH-vacancy in the HAP surface layer. The
PL intensity at the 11 eV increases 3–3.7 times in the case of heating (8 T2) and heating
with microwave (6 T C MW), which is close to Ref. [15] in the case of OH annealing at
high temperature. Another important model might be concerned with inserted proton into
HAP structure through OH-channel. In this case we obtain the overlapped electron orbitals, which could serve as some intermediate state for further electron transitions from the
excited state to the trapped one [16].
Calculation of the DOS allows us to determine not only the forbidden energy gap Eg D
Ec – Ev, but also the changes of the Eg value and the formation of additional energy levels
Ei, which correspond to several modeled defects of HAP unit cell structure. Let us consider
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shortly the main schemes of computed DOS structures (Fig. 6, upper image), which present
possible connections with photoelectron emission experimental data. The upper DOS
image in Fig. 6 presents the DOS structure of the initial pure hexagonal HAP and consists
of several peaks (A, B, C, and D) in the valence band and several deep levels, which are in
good agreement with the data obtained by other authors [10-14]. In our case we can also
mark by “green” color all the states and energy levels, which are occupied by electrons,
and by “red” color – unoccupied energy levels and bands (such as, e.g., conductive band).
When photoelectric excitation is applied to samples with sufficient energy (e.g., equal and
larger than the forbidden band width gap Eg D Ec – Ev), electrons can excite to conduction
zone. If then additional energy is applied, equal and larger than the electron affinity x, then
electrons obtain the total energy ’ D x C Eg and can escape from HAP sample being collected by a detector. This border energy level is electron work function ’, measured by photoelectron emission technique (see, e.g. [16]). For further analysis we introduce here Eg0
and ’0 as energy gap and work function for initial pure HAP, while for all the cases with
defects influences, etc., the modified new values are Eg and ’. Supposing that electron
affinity changes only slightly (x » const » 1 eV [15]), we can compare our calculated data
of all Eg changes, which occurred in response to various influences and defects, with the
changes of the electron work function, which were experimentally measured by photoelectron emission (PE) technique. In this case for all the changes we can write
D’ D ’ – ’0 D Eg – Eg0 D DEg. So, calculated change DEg corresponds to measured
changes of work function D’ corresponding to various defects and influences, obtained
after any performed treatments.
Using our DOS calculations and corresponding experimental data, we analyzed the
synchrotron excitation and following photoluminescence irradiation process and proposed the schematics, shown in Fig. 8. This process has several steps: 1) excitation by
synchrotron irradiation in all ranges leads to transfer of excited electrons from valence
band first from A, B, C, and D peaks and then from more deep levels, 2) relaxation of
excited electrons to the bottom of the conductive band, 3) trapping of the relaxed electrons at the OH-vacancies energy levels Ei in the middle of the forbidden gap Eg, 4)
recombination of the electron with holes at these energy levels, 5) irradiation of the luminescence photons with the average energy Ei » 2.95 eV, intensity of which is comparable
with the intensity of DOS peaks (A, B, C, and D) in the valence band from which electrons jumped (as schematically shown in Fig. 8 by marked arrows). The proposed process
explains the obtained experimental data on synchrotron irradiation of the HAP samples
after different performed treatments in accordance with observed changes in intensities
and work function changes.
Computed data show that OH-vacancy shifts the forbidden gap from value Eg »
4.6 eV for pure hexagonal HAP to the value of Eg » 5.49 eV. The energy levels for OHvacancy are Ei » Ev C (3.0 – 3.8) eV from the top of the valence band or Ei » Ec –
(2.5 – 1.7) eV from the bottom of the conductive band. The energy levels for H internodes are Ei » Ev C (1.2 – 1.75) eV from the top of the valence band or Ei » Ec –
(3.9 – 3.4) eV from the bottom of the conductive band. Both type of the energy levels
could serve for the recombination of electrons with holes and irradiation of PL photons
with corresponding energy close to experimentally observed Ei » 2.95 eV. It is worth
noting that this peak at Ei » 2.95 eV with half-width »1 eV (i.e., it varies in the range
»2.4–3.4 eV) is experimentally observed average value of the sum from a lot of the various HAP unit cells, which could have different defects. Our modelled defects (OH
vacancy and H inter-nodes) are only part of all possible situations. The computed energy
obtained for both of these defects lies into the experimentally observed range. So, we can
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Figure 8. Schematics of the synchrotron excitation and photoluminescence processing through OHvacancy energy levels as the traps for electron-holes recombination with irradiation of resultant
photons with energy Ei » 2.95 eV and equivalent wavelength λ » 420 nm.

conclude that both defects could give their statistical contribution into formation of the
total measured peak. But OH vacancies are preferable for this purpose, because the registered intensity of PL increases with rise of OH vacancies concentration after high temperature treatment, which is proportional to the annealing of OH vacancies at this high
temperature.

5. Conclusion
The computational technique of the first principle calculations of HAP structures was
developed using LDA DFT methods and applied for calculations in pure hexagonal and
monoclinic HAP phases and in HAP structures with defects.
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The calculations of defects were performed, e.g., hydrogen vacancy and inter-nodes,
OH vacancy. Calculated DOS show the arising of the energy levels EH-int » Ei » Ev C
(1.2 – 1.75) eV » Ec – (3.9 – 3.4) eV for H inter-node, EOH-vac » Ei » Ev C (3.0 – 3.8)
eV » Ec – (2.5 – 1.7) eV for OH vacancy inside the forbidden gap Eg.
Computed data show that monoclinic phase with oppositely oriented OH ions in the
neighboring channels has the lowest energy of »24 meV for “Ca2” model and of » 2
meV for “Ca10” model in comparison with hexagonal HAP ordered phase.
The data obtained on HAP after temperature and microwave treatments show the
increase of the PL emission peak at » 2.95 eV (420 nm) and, then, series of the PL peaks
(»9 eV, 11 eV, 13 eV) at this PL line after synchrotron excitation in the interval
4–20 eV. These peaks are explained by the excitation from orbitals in valence band as
follows from the developed model and DOS calculations. The intensity of these peaks
increases after heating and microwave irradiation correspondingly to the increase of the
OH vacancy defects. During following electron relaxation and trapping on the EOH-vac PL
emission with »420 nm is observed.
Finally, all these data could be very useful for further development of technological
control of the annealed OH vacancies and incorporated H during HAP treatment and other
wide practical applications, which are necessary for HAP surface modification, such as its
electrical charging.
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